INRMP METRICS
Environmental Management Review
• How Metric Data Are Used
• FY19 Environmental Management Review
• Upcoming Metric Changes

How INRMP Metrics Are Used
At your level:
• Focus area questions are “self-check” performance metrics – did you accomplish the
things the questions ask about? If YES, great. If NO, or somewhere in between
then you’ve identified room for improvement.
• The latter should not be a reflection of you personally – it is meant to identify root
causes of problems for which solutions can be found and implemented at the
appropriate level within your chain of command.
• Is the INRMP complete in content?
• Does it adequately address all Natural Resources concerns on your
installation?
• Does your INRMP need an update or revision?
• Are you providing adequate conservation services to the ICO?
• Annually and trends over time.

• Can you defend a request for project re-prioritization for funding?
At my level:
• Data and information for the annual EMR
• Are there systemic problems? If so, what corrections are needed?
• Policy or Program changes or updates?
• Defensible justifications for budget increases in the POM
• Trend Analyses
• Monitoring impacts of risk taken by POM decisions.

NAVY/DOD Focus Areas

Natural Resources Program
Fiscal Year 2019 EMR
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Mission Support Successes
• The Joint Region Marianas INRMP was signed by five Sikes Act partners.
•

This was the culmination of six years of significant work and a pivotal accomplishment in
support of INDOPACOM priorities.

• Programmatic approaches to ecosystem management is expected to provide significant ROI.
• The installation shoreline was stabilized at NSA Oceana Dam Neck Annex
• Accomplished through volunteer-based dune restoration projects along a one mile stretch of
the installation.
• Stabilizing effort saves the Navy millions of dollars in potentially lost training time and
infrastructure repairs.
• CNR Southeast Natural Resources staff provided assistance to the Regional Operations
Command Center during Hurricanes Dorian and Michael.

• Renewed MMPA Letters of Authorization to cover seven years for Atlantic Testing and
Training and Hawaii/SOCAL Testing and Training.
• All remaining Fleet Testing &Training LOAs will be for seven years.
• Installations reported enhanced outdoor/natural resources recreation at low cost in support
of warfighter resilience.
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FY19 Broad Mission Support Challenges
•

Due to competing Navy priorities it was not possible to implement every INRMP project. This
means the program remained “reactive” vice “proactive”.

•

Annual INRMP metrics indicated that conservation services limited by accepted risk have
provided satisfactory support of installation missions, though a very minor decline in
mission support was detectable using trend data.
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Future Challenges and Mitigations
•

San Clemente Loggerhead Shrike deferred under RASP initiative.

• The capability of SCI to support air-to-ground and ship-to-shore training may be threatened
by the population crash of endangered loggerhead shrikes.
• Navy will work with USFWS to ensure past constraints, such as spatial and temporal
restrictions on the use of live fire ranges supporting air-to-ground and ship-to-shore training,
are not reinstated by terms and conditions of a Biological Opinion.
•

NMFS requires Navy to mitigate for losses of colonies of marine species established on
underwater manmade structures such as pier pilings and underwater cables.
• Fisheries Management Plans and Essential Fish Habitat regulations are vague on the legal
requirements for such mitigation, resulting in inconsistent approaches to impact
assessments and questionable mitigation requirements.
• A Navy focus group will address the issue to ensure a consistent Navy approach.

•

Fallon range expansion requires:
• Negotiations with USFWS to mitigate for impacts to an adjacent National Wildlife Refuge.
Options include providing USFWS with additional land or water rights for the refuge.
• Studies with Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) to determine if tactical air warfare
training has impacts on the Greater Sage Grouse. Navy will work with NDOW to ensure a
robust study that justifies the investment.
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INRMP Status (Navy)
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Sikes Act Compliance (Navy)
Year Last
Compliant
INRMP

Status

Primary Reason for
Noncompliance

Plan to Correct

Expected
Compliance
Date

JBPHH Pearl Harbor

2012

Operational

INRMP Under Revision

Revision
Underway

Oct-20

NSA Washington

2013

Operational

INRMP Under Revision

Revision
Underway

Mar-20

Manchester Fuel Dept

2009

Operational

INRMP Under Revision

Revision
Underway

May-20

NWSTF Boardman

2012

Operational

INRMP Under Revision

Revision
Underway

Mar-20

NAS Whidbey Island

2014

Operational

INRMP Under Revision

Revision
Underway

Mar-20

SEAFAC Back Island

Non-Compliant

New INRMP Under
Development

Under
Development

Feb-20

NTRF Lamoure

Non-Compliant

New INRMP Under
Development

Under
Development

Mar-21

North Alaska Sites

Non-Compliant

New INRMP Under
Development

Under
Development

Nov-20

Non-Compliant

INRMP Under Revision

Revision
Underway

Feb-21

Non-Sikes Act Compliant Installations

Harvey Point

2013
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Natural Resources Focus Areas (Navy)
Focus Areas

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

INRMP Coordination
Sikes Act Cooperation
(Partnership Effectiveness)

ODASD(Env)
removed this focus
area starting in
FY2019

Team Adequacy
Natural Resources
Program Support of the
Installation Mission
Listed Species & Critical
Habitat
Natural Resources
Management (Ecosystem
Integrity)

ODASD(Env)
removed this focus
area starting in
FY2019

Recreational Use & Access
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T&E Species Expenditures and Trends
• Navy spent approximately $16.7M on conservation
of threatened and endangered species in FY19.
This included:

• Navy-wide expenditures related to Section 7(a)(2)
consultations and Biological Opinion requirements.
• Conservation of threatened and endangered species
through the Natural Resources Conservation Ashore
and At Sea Conservation

• ESA-related requirements represent a significant
portion of the program budgets.
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The Future of INRMP METRICS
• We will continue to use the original DOD seven focus areas.
• NAVFACHQ will convert your responses to correspond with the now, five DOD
focus areas.
• Findings and Recommendations will be required for all focus areas, regardless
of score.
• Me, Tom Mayes, Jenn Oelke-Farley, and Tammy Conkle are conspiring on
how to integrate N4 concepts into metric responses and reporting.
• And, we are conspiring on how to view the metrics in a more business-like
context.

Integrating INRMP Metrics with
N4 Concepts
At your level: Your findings and recommendations should address
• your installation’s place in a warfare enterprise pipeline
• Was there a conservation constraint that had an impact on an mission activity
or function?
• Is there a conservation issue that needs to be addressed to avoid bottlenecks in
installation operations, or shore optimization plans?
• the five vectors identified for your installation
At NAVFACHQ and OPNAV N45 level: Your Metrics data will be rolled up and reported by:
• Force component:
• Force Development (Fd), Force Generation (Fg), Force Employment (Fe), and
Force Sustainment (Fs).
• Warfare Enterprise pipelines
And At All Levels:
• Defending your budget requests
• Reprioritizing projects for funding

Focus areas as Performance Metrics in a
Business Context
Focus Area 1: Ecosystem Integrity/Natural Resources Management.
–
This focus area applies to the assessment of the overall objective of the Program
and
–
“evaluates the effectiveness of management activities for conserving and rehabilitating
installation natural resources as defined in the INRMP.”
Focus Area 2: Listed Species and Critical Habitat.
–
This focus area applies to strategies used to manage ESA priorities and
–
“evaluates the extent to which federally-listed or federally-proposed species have been
identified and the INRMP provides conservation benefits to these species and their habitats.”
Focus Area 3: Recreation Use and Access.
–
This focus area supports warfighter resilience (a pillar of installation
sustainment), and responsiveness to the Public Trust Doctrine, and
–
“evaluates the availability and adequacy of public recreational use opportunities, such
as fishing and hunting, and access for handicapped and disabled persons given security and
safety requirements for the installation.”

Focus areas as Performance Metrics
Focus Area 4: Sikes Act Cooperation.
–
This focus area applies to an assessment of the Solution to the Challenge, i.e.
implementation of the Sikes Act as the means to integrate Public Trust Doctrine with the National
Defense mission.
–
The focus area is also an assessment of the business model, i.e., the effectiveness of
interactions with public trust partners.
–
The focus area “determines to what degree USFWS, State fish wind wildlife agency and, when
appropriate NMFS, partnerships are cooperative and result in effective INRMP development, review
for operational effect, and mutual agreement.”
Focus Area 5: Team Adequacy.
–
It is the second part assessment of the Program’s business model, i.e., to determine if
there is sufficient natural resources staff, and adequate interaction with the installation’s
tenant commands served by the provision of the Sikes Act ensuring no net loss of an installation
capabilities and capacities to perform mission activities and functions.
–
This focus area means to “assess the adequacy of the natural resources team (professionallytrained natural resources management and/or installation support personnel) in accomplishing
INRMP goals and objectives at each installation.”

Focus areas as Performance Metrics
Focus Area 6: INRMP Implementation.
– This focus area applies to both Program objectives, and
– “evaluates the execution of actions taken to meet goals/objectives
outlined in the INRMP.”
– This focus area specifically reflects the type, amount, and
distribution of risk taken with partial Program funding.
Focus Area 7: Mission Support.
– This focus area incorporates the findings from the other focus
areas with specific responses and commentary from the
immediate customer, the ICO.
– This focus area “evaluates the level to which existing natural
resources requirements support the installation’s ability to sustain
the current operational mission ensuring no net loss of mission
capability.”

The Meanings of Focus Area Scores
are Relative to Each Other
Neither achievements nor deficiencies in the first six focus areas alone are indicators of success or
failure of the Program
– Robust goals, objectives, and strategies in INRMPs can mitigate partial funding by being
adaptable to the funding landscape and still support the installation mission. In other
words, ‘accomplish more with less.’
– Likewise, if an INRMP is 100% funded but there are still mission encumbrances left
unaddressed, well this may indicate the goals, objectives, or the strategies of the INRMP
are misguided.
The Mission Support focus area is the lynchpin for determining the success or failure of the
Program.
– Natural resources managers and ICOs can identify specific and immediate mission
impacts that resulted from deficiencies in other focus areas in any given year. This can
be a specific impact in a kill chain and/or manifestation of acceptable risk gone bad
based on one data point.
– Itis more likely that absent catastrophic effects like wildfire or a single point failure in a
kill chain, impacts from a deficient Program will slowly manifest over time.
– Fortunately, the Mission Support focus area will allow Navy to track slowly developing
problems through trend analyses using data from multiple years.

